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Learning Intentions and success criteria

Evidence of learning

Exit Passes – Margaret Hogg

A few minutes before the end of the lesson, I give each child a post-it note and ask them to write their name 
on it.  I then put a question on the board which they have to answer on the post-it note and hand to me as 
they leave the class.  I can then quickly read through the responses and decide whether or not we are ready to 
move on to the next stage of the topic or if there are any misconceptions that I need to address first.

I generally give the exit passes back to the pupils at the start of the next lesson.  This allows me to give 
feedback on their learning and gives me the opportunity to highlight the things that I was really pleased to see 
(such as the inclusion of the correct units, neat laying out of working) and also point out any important pieces 
of information that were missing.

The quality of the evidence gained, and therefore the quality of any instructional changes to the next lesson, 
will depend on the quality of the question asked.  It is therefore important to think carefully in advance of the 
lesson about which question to use and whether it will highlight any misconceptions that you are looking out 
for.  It is also important to check if the pupil can get to the right answer using an incorrect method.

As well as providing evidence of learning to the teacher, exit passes can also help to build confidence within 
pupils as they see they have been successful in their learning or are shown what to do to improve.

Working together to  create success criteria -  R,Astor

Having completed the background work and activities to enhance knowledge and stimulate ideas related to a 
text or topic, I share the final task with the class. They are asked to ‘chunk’ the task. They begin by highlighting 
and annotating the key words. We then use these phrases to identify the most important demands of the 
activity or features of the final product. This leads to a more student friendly (translated), analysed version of 
the task, often in the form of a list or bullet points. 

Through whole class discussion and the opportunity to combine some
 ingredients or eliminate repetition, we are left with an agreed list of the 
key ingredients / elements of the final piece of work – The success
 criteria! This method leaves many students with a clearer understanding 
of what they have to do / include, how they should do it and why they
 are doing it. Having experienced this method on a few occasions, most 
students move away from the expectation of a pre-prepared plan 
to follow, towards more independent critical thinking, understanding 
and continued learning.     



Owning learning

Instructing others

Effective feedback

Ensuring Students Act Upon Feedback Given – Suzanne Blake

Feedback sheets (see link) are used with students to give them autonomy of their learning and ultimately their 
progress.  The feedback sheets give students feedback so they understand how they can progress,allow 
students to see their current ability/achievements and most importantly, give them the tools they can utilise 
to act on their feedback. As a result we have seen significant impact on progress across the year group.  

The sheets are also used to hold students accountable for their progress.  Students are given a maximum of 
three targets with each piece of marked work.  As they start their next piece of work they are asked to write 
their three targets at the top of the page.  Once the work is complete they are required to highlight each 
target in a different colour and then highlight their work where they think they have met each target.  This 
ensures students take autonomy of their progress and don’t just look at marks then ignore feedback!  

The students like getting feedback this way as they feel completely in control of their progress.  There is a real 
sense of pride when they see they have achieved targets set in previous pieces of work.  It also really helps to 
boost their confidence and prove to them that they are capable and can achieve if they set their mind to it.

Self Assessment Forms – Margaret McGovern

At the end of each unit in Computing the pupils access the corresponding Self-Assessment form for the 
material just covered. 

These sheets break the unit into discrete topics, with each topic containing a series of meaningful statements 
covering the terminology, knowledge and problem solving required. Next to each statement there are three 
boxes to allow the student to track their learning by changing the colour of the box. The first box gets coloured 
when the student completes the unit, the second box get coloured while revising for the prelims and the last 
box gets coloured when revising for the final exam.   The student selects the colour depending on how 
confident they feel with any particular statement.
 This visually, lets the students quickly see any 
areas they need to work on and/or ask the 
Teacher for additional support. The students find 
it easier to articulate to me the areas that they
 do not understand.

Observation checklists and peer feedback in PE – Craig Hunter

When teaching swimming to S1 and S2 pupils we make regular use of laminated peer observation cards.  

Pupils work in pairs (observer and performer) and this is usually done after a period of direct teaching 

instruction and model performer demonstrations to identify individual development needs for each pupil. The 

cards have bullet points which describe what good technique would look like in different parts of a swimming 

stroke.  For example, with the front crawl arm action “elbow points to the ceiling”.  The observer checks the 

card whilst the performer swims a length and provides feedback on 1 part of the technique that they are 

doing well and one part that needs to improve.  The performer then swims another length trying to work on 

their development need and receives further feedback.  The pupils then change roles.

The pupils generally engage well with this and having pre-defined criteria for effective technique ensures that 

the feedback is helpful.  It means that all pupils receive feedback in one lesson and also improves observation, 

analysis and communication skills.  It is also useful for involving non-participants in the lesson and helps 

reduce congestion in the limited space we have in the swimming pool!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HgK2qT2Rk13JT4RHX-gt8GkKBX_GN7bb/edit#

